
CAUTION: Please read this manual carefully before using 

ANTI-AGING LIP ENHANCING TREATMENT

GETTING STARTED:

Mode 1: Standard Speed for a quick treatment 
Mode 2: Low Speed for a more intense targeted treatment

Charging:
Charge device for 2-3 hours before first use.

INCLUDES:
PMD Kiss
Charging Cord
Kiss Serum
Kissfoliator™
2 Kisser Tips
2 hydrakiss™ Lip Sheets

Quick Start Guide

kiss

CUSTOMIZE YOUR TREATMENT:

kissfoliator™ Kisser:  The kissfoliator removes dead skin cells using 
anti-bacterial aluminum oxide crystals for smooth kissable lips.

hydrakiss™ Lip Mask:  For added lip hydration, and to enhance the 
anti-aging results of the treatment

HOW-TO USE

Select Your Kisser:  Two sizes of Kisser tips are available. Test both 
tips and decide which one is the best fit for your lips.

Instructions: 
1. Insert Kissfoliator tip into PMD Kiss
2. Power on PMD Kiss. Start with clean dry lips, gently glide PMD 

Kiss across the lips while device pulses. For a more intense 
treatment, try applying pressure or scrubbing. Use as desired on 
dry, chapped lips.

3. Apply Smart Lip Plumping Serum to clean, dry lips.
4. Swap PMD Kiss Tips. While Smart Lip Plumping Serum takes 

effect, remove Kissfoliator tip and insert Kisser tip.
5. Power on PMD Kiss. Place Kisser tip firmly and directly onto lip 

creating a tight seal for suction. Allow PMD Kiss to pulse and 
glide across your lips until desired result is achieved.

6. Apply hydrakiss lip sheet mask to lips for a minimum of 5 
minutes to enhance anti-aging results.

The PMD Kiss comes with a One-Year Limited 
Manufacturer Warranty.



FAQ’s

What are the short-term results?

Caution and Warnings:
Use only as directed. Not following instructions may lead to rash, redness, itching or even injury. If 
this occurs, discontinue use and consult a medical professional. Product is intended for external use 
only. Avoid sensitive areas, including any area with broken, irritated, or itching skin. Keep product out 
of reach of children. PMD is not responsible for malfunction or injury if the product is not used as 
intended.Not intended for clinical or commercial use. The effects of the PMD Kiss are not always 
immediately visible and results may vary. If you have any questions regarding application, please 
reach out to our experts at 888-445-4532.

When you use the PMD Kiss and Smart Lip Plumping Serum daily for 4-6 
weeks, your lips will stay full from increased collagen production. The 
appearance of lip lines will begin to fade and lips will appear healthy and 
youthful. Results vary with every user.

You will see immediate plumping, and natural lip color will be revitalized in 
minutes. Lips will appear fuller and more rosy for 2-4 hours. If you continue to 
use the PMD Kiss daily, results will increase and the appearance of lips will 
remain full! The PMD Kiss is safe to use as often as desired.

To learn more visit: eu.pmdbeauty.com/kiss
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How long does the plumping last?

Can I use PMD Kiss if I have lip injections?

You will see an instant plump immediately after using the PMD Kiss and Smart 
Lip Plumping Serum. Your lips will stay plump for several hours. With continued 
daily use, lips will stay full and results will be significantly more visible.

We suggest consulting your doctor if you have injections, or waiting for them 
to dissolve before using the PMD Kiss.
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What are the long term results?


